6      THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
before its spectacular failure brought down the roof upon
nearly half a million depositors—concealed its growing
weakness by creating a dummy company, the Bolivar De-
velopment Corporation, capitalized at one hundred dollars,
to buy and sell the stock of still another dummy conjured
by the Bank into making the motions of prosperity. Deceived
by this solemn farce, the outsider was slow to suspect that
many a fagade of granite and marble had become a hollow
shell of indebtedness and precarious bookkeeping.
Another development in the pathology of Wall Street was
the mushrooming in the latter twenties of so-called invest-
ment trusts, whose function was to invest moneys loaned to
them and to distribute the net return to their stockholders or
beneficiaries* Some were "rigid/* i.e. confined to a restricted
list of securities, but many were "flexible/* which meant that
the selection of securities for investment was left wide open.
In practice they were little better than gambling establish-
ments in which the innocent patron intrusted his stakes not
even to a fellow player picked at random but to the croupier
—whose main interest, of course, was to represent "the
house/* Four and a half million Americans, it was reported,
handed over part or all their savings to investment trusts,
eventually losing about a third of their capital, or a total of
three billion dollars.
The overexpansion of credit was a prime cause of the disas-
ters that followed 1929. The First World War began a proc-
ess which reckless financing continued to accelerate. In the
background loomed the huge structure of long-term debt in
the United States—a public debt, federal, state and munici-
pal, of thirty-three billion dollars, and corporate and indi-
vidual debts of one hundred billion—which demanded ex-
panding markets and world prosperity for successful carry-
ing. A relatively small reduction in buying power, or back-
sliding of prices, could send tremors along the whole length
of this mountain chain. The grand operations of credit, a
new force of such power that one economist likened it to the

